media connect

bandwidth changes everything

bandwidth changes
everything
We are a bandwidth infrastructure provider,
delivering market leading ﬁbre-based network
solutions to our media customers across Europe.
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260+

12

metro cities with unique
duct and ﬁbre ownership

connected data centres
- Europe’s leading data centre
connectivity provider

cloud platforms directly
connected to our networks

50+

5

5

connected post
production houses

connected
media hubs

connected broadcast/
playout centres

media connect
We package our connectivity and cloud
access capabilities for the media community,
delivering media connect. We’ve invested
in connections to key media areas around
the UK and Europe, from Chiswick Park to
Wood Lane & Soho, to Here East as well
as Media City in Manchester and Hilversum
in the Netherlands.

Learn more about:
•

our capability as a bandwidth partner
within the media community – to studio,
post production, delivery and broadcast
rapid service delivery
ﬂexible project based contract options
diverse cloud access options

•
•
•

connectivity
We look at ways to enable the media community
with high speed bandwidth connections and dark
ﬁbre based solutions.
•

•

pre-deployed connectivity enabling rapid
service turn up across our footprint with
service level agreements
reliable, private and dedicated connectivity
with options between key media hubs

•

compelling economics, with scalable
connectivity packages ranging from 1Gb
Ethernet to dedicated Fibre and 10 to 100Gb
Wavelength solutions.
direct connection to over 260 data centres
direct connection to 12 cloud platforms,
including AWS and Microsoft Azure
ﬂexible commercial terms- contracts available
on a project or proof of concept basis

•
•
•

cloud connect
Enabling innovative and cost eﬀective workﬂow
delivery with connectivity to the cloud.

•

euNetworks is the leading cloud connectivity
provider in Europe, with direct connection to
12 diﬀerent cloud platforms. As an AWS direct
connect technology partner and Microsoft Azure
partner, we oﬀer industry leading cloud access.

•

We’re working with media customers today
to develop their cloud environments.

•
•

comprehensive SLAs covering packet delivery
and availability, from 99.8% to 99.99%
connectivity through a private network or hybrid
environment in preference to using the Internet
committed latency and jitter numbers for
predictable connectivity to the cloud
connection speeds from 10Mbps to 10Gbps,
with granular access methods suited for large
enterprises to small branch oﬀices

who and where
We work across all aspects of the media workﬂow,
supporting clients from visual eﬀects and post
production, to broadcast, playout, advertising
as well as with studios.
Our city based networks connect into key sites.
We continue to invest in our network footprint,
adding ﬁbre miles and new sites in line with our
customer needs as well as working with our media
partners on new technology and solutions.
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“We’ve worked hard to develop
our reputation as a leading digital
asset manager and delivery
business in the media industry,
with our ability to rapidly scale
ChilliVault, our ﬁle management
platform, being vital to this.
The ﬁbre based network that
euNetworks delivered to us
in 2014 is an important piece
of infrastructure enabling us
to focus on what we do best.”

Geneva

MILAN

Peter Godden, Director

our network

contact us

At the core of our service is our network. We own
and operate high capacity ﬁbre networks in many
of Europe’s key business centres as well as a truly
diverse backbone network.

UK:
Germany:
Ireland:
Netherlands:
email:
web:
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